
4. Liquidity Measures 

 We consider trading volume, dollar volume, and turnover rate as measures for 

liquidity. This is in contrast to the liquidity proxies employed in previous studies such 

as quoted bid-ask spreads, effective spreads, quoted depth, and spread/price ratios. 

One reason for this is the differences between the trading mechanism of the U.S. stock 

market and the Taiwan stock market. Under the specialist trading system, market 

makers quote bid-ask spreads and depth in response to the orders placed by traders. 

They can circumvent possible loss from informed traders by manipulating the spreads 

and depths, and at the same time compensate their loss by sacrificing the uninformed 

traders in the market. This is part of the reasons why studies using transaction data 

from the U.S. stock market always focus on the microstructure side of the stock 

market. Explanations about the variations of liquidity have been based on the 

inventory theory and adverse selection risk. However, Taiwan stock market adopted a 

computerized trading system to deal with daily stock trading. There is no market 

maker to facilitate transactions. In this sense, analyzing liquidity with proxies for 

microstructure side might not render useful information as they do with the U.S. stock 

market. 

 Another reason lies in that we use monthly trading data to identify the long-term 

innovations of liquidity. Measures such as spreads and depth are high-frequency 

intraday data, and may not yield much explanatory power in the long-run liquidity 

analysis. 

For each of the four size-based portfolios, we compute monthly averages of the 

liquidity measures. Monthly averages of liquidity measures for different portfolios are 

computed by equally weighting the proxy values of all stocks including in a specific 



portfolio. Also, these portfolios have their own characteristics and, as mentioned 

above, their compositions change over time. Table 3 summarizes descriptive statistics 

of liquidity measures for the four size-based portfolios and the whole sample as well.  

Table 3.  

Summary statistics of liquidity measures of the market and the four size-based portfolios. 

Panel A. Descriptive statistics of the trading volume. (million shares) 

 Market P1 P2 P3 P4 

 Mean  36306.06  28.67871  55.39465  87.18250  180.6336 

 Median  32651.50  23.16277  48.81973  83.01328  164.9553 

 Maximum  104373.0  98.97727  153.7212  222.7406  478.6667 

 Minimum  5190.000  7.666916  11.20000  18.42701  21.53441 

 Std. Dev.   20753.56  19.34457  28.52471  38.98019  100.4360 

Panel B. Descriptive statistics of dollar volume. (million NT dollars) 

 Market P1 P2 P3 P4 

 Mean  1640908.  1101.302  2106.842  3647.228  10761.55 

 Median  1411370.  699.0874  1535.452  3034.028  9357.680 

 Maximum  5197193.  9987.881  13361.42  15220.62  38369.50 

 Minimum  172822.0  26.59615  136.6154  484.3910  826.7661 

 Std. Dev.   1073528.  1565.015  2092.663  2507.582  7383.437 

Panel C. Descriptive statistics of turnover rate. (%) 

 Market P1 P2 P3 P4 

 Mean  26.35306  33.30488  34.76750  33.78786  23.71727 

 Median  21.28000  23.65291  28.45118  29.95365  22.26813 

 Maximum  78.06000  144.6839  126.4658  82.91477  52.81840 

 Minimum  7.200000  4.271410  7.310838  10.04740  3.860215 

 Std. Dev.   15.58991  31.00443  22.13992  14.87592  11.13621 

 As would be expected, comparison between different portfolios in Panel A and 

Panel B shows an obvious pattern that the trading volume and dollar volume do vary 

across groups of stocks of different market capitalization. These two proxies increase 

as the size of stocks increases. For instance, the mean trading volume for stocks in the 

smallest quartile is 28.7 million shares while it is almost six times (180.6 million 



shares) larger for the stocks in the largest quartile. And it goes without saying that the 

mean dollar volume shows the same pattern because the market price for stocks of 

larger sizes are always higher than those of smaller sizes. However, the differences of 

turnover rate between different quartiles in Panel C do not show such pattern as the 

two other measures do. The turnover rate during a single month for stocks of the 

smallest quartile (33 %) is similar with those of the largest quartile (23 %). We may 

attribute this to the greater market capital the larger firms have because when the 

market capital of those large firms is also greater than that of the smaller ones, the 

denominators for the turnover rate of those large firms are also larger and yield lower 

turnover rate. 

 In addition to the pattern of mean statistics in the liquidity proxies, the variability 

over the sampling period of the measures is substantial and increase with size for 

volume and dollar volume. For turnover rate, however, it shows an absolutely 

different pattern compared with the other two measures. The variability of turnover 

rate decreases when the size of quartiles increases. This might be due to the reason 

that the outstanding shares of larger firms are much larger than those of the smaller 

ones in number. In bad times, shares of large firms might be dumped in larger quantity 

in relation to small firms; likewise, people may purchase more shares of large firms 

when the good times return.  

 


